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ABSTRACT- Today could be a world of technology 

with a predicted way forward for a machine reacting and 

thinking same as human. during this method of rising 

computing, Machine Learning, information Engineering, 

Deep Learning plays an important role. during this paper, 

drawback the matter} is known as regression or 

classification downside and here we've resolved a true 

world problem of recognition vaticinator of a auto 

company persecution machine learning approaches. 

KEYWORDS- Machine Learning, Regression, 

Classification, Supervised Machine Learning, Logistic 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the era that we have a tendency to sleep in, technology 

encompasses a huge impact on our lives. computing [6], 

data engineering, Machine learning, Deep learning [4][5], 

tongue processing[7][8] area unit rising technologies that 

plays a vital role within the leading comes of today's world. 

computing is a vicinity or branch that aims or emphasizes 

on making machine that works showing intelligence and 

their reactions is comparable to it of human. In computing, 

Machine learning is a necessary and core half providing 

the flexibility of learning and rising by itself. the main 

focus of this method is on creation of programs which may 

decide the information and learn from it by itself. Earlier, 

statistician and developers worked along for predicting 

success, failure, future etc. of any product. This method 

crystal rectifier to delay of the merchandise development 

and launch. Maintenance of such product within the ever-

changing technology and knowledge is additionally one 

amongst the main challenges. Machine learning created 

this method easier and quicker. There area unit varied 

Machine learning pseudo-codes loosely classified into four 

paradigms: Supervised learning [7] [9] [10]: This learning 

rule provides a perform therefore on create vaticinators for 

output values, wherever method starts from analysis of a 

far-famed coaching dataset. This rule will be applied to the 

past learned knowledge to new knowledge persecution 

labels therefore on predict future events. Unsupervised 

learning: This rule is employed on coaching dataset and 

informs that is neither classified nor labeled . It conjointly 

studies to infer a perform from a system to explain a hidden 

structure from unlabeled knowledge. cluster is Associate 

in Nursing approach of unattended learning. Semi 

supervised learning [6] [11]: It takes the characteristics of 

each unattended learning and supervised learning. These 

pseudo-codes use quantity|bit|touch of labeled knowledge 

and enormous amount of unlabeled knowledge. 

Reinforcement [12]: during this rule, interaction is formed 

to setting by actions and discovering errors. It permits 

machines and computer code agents in deciding ideal 

behavior in a very specific context such performance may 

well be maximized. 

Regression and Classification issues area unit sorts of 

issues in supervised learning. In classification, conclusion 

is drawn persecution values that area unit obtained by 

observation. A distinct output variable say y is 

approximated by this downside employing a mapping 

perform say f on input variables say x. The output of 

category clarification is usually distinct however it may be 

continuous for each class label within the kind of 

likelihood. A regression downside has output variable as a 

true or continuous price. a nonstop output variable say y is 

approximated by this downside employing a mapping 

perform say f on input variables say x. The output of 

regression is usually continuous however it may be distinct 

for Associate in Nursing category label within the kind of 

an number with several output variables is mentioned 

variable regression problem. 

In this paper we'll be specializing in a retardant picked 

from hacker rank wherever a corporation is making an 

attempt to launch a brand new automobile changed on the 

idea of the popular options of their existing vehicles. the 

recognition are foretold persecution machine learning 

approach. It will be classified as regression downside 

particularly a variable regression downside and also the 

downside will be classified beneath supervised learning. so 

varied supervised learning pseudo-codes are used for this 

vaticinator.  
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II. RELATED WORKS 

In paper “Predicting stock movement direction with 

machine learning: An extensive study on S&P 500 

stocks[1]”, author has reviewed some classification 

pseudo-codes such as random forest, gradient boosted 

trees, artificial neural network and logistic regression to 

predict 463 stocks of the S&P 500. In order to study the 

predictability of these stocks, author has performed 

multiples of experiments with these classification pseudo-

codes. The obtained result of predicting future prices from 

the past available data was not up to the mark as the 

expected result, The author wanted to obtain. However, 

they successfully showed the vast growth in predictability 

of European and Asian indexes closed a little while back. 

 2. Arithmetic mean is calculated for r- 

   (1)  

3. Return as output value for t 

A. Logistic Regression [14] 

 

In paper “Performance analysis of prophetical models for 

missing information imputation in weather data[2]”, author 

has urged a brand new approach to manage the missing 

information in weather information by playacting 

numerous tests with NCDC dataset to assess the vaticinator 

error of 5 methods: statistical regression, SVM, random 

forest, KNN Implementation and kernel ridge. so as to 

handle the missing values of dataset they performed 2 

actions: one.removing the complete row that contains 

missing worth and a couple of. Impute the missing 

information. They performed each the ways to handle the 

missing information and compared the ascertained result. 

In paper “Amazon EC2 cash price Vaticinator 

mistreatment Regression Random Forests [3]”, author has 

planned Regression Random Forests (RRFs) model to 

forecast the Amazon EC2 cash price one week ahead and 

one month ahead. This vaticinator model would facilitate 

in designing once to amass the spot instance, the model 

conjointly predicts the execution price and it conjointly 

suggests the user once to bid so as to reduce the execution 

price. 

III. PSEUDO-RELATED IMAGE 

B. KNN (K-Nearest Neighbor) [13] KNN  

 

logit(p)=                  (2) 

here p denotes probability if characteristic of interest is 

present. 

The logit transformation is defined as logged odds. 

Osdds=   (3) 

And logit(p)=                                                          (4) 

In logistic regression, estimation is made by choosing 

parameters that maximizes likelihood of observing the 

sample values. 

C. Random Forest [15] [16] 

Random forest is a type of a supervised classification 

algorithm for creating a forest and making it random by 

some way. 

 

Final vaticinator is considered to be highest voted 

predicted target. 
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D. Support Vector Machine [17] [18] 

 

IV. EXPERIMENT DETAILS AND 

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 

There are two data sets available in a .csv file which is 

comma separated file with useful information 

 Train.csv This is a file that is used as training dataset 

whose each row provides information on each vehicle. 

With values such as buying_price, maintenance_cost, 

number_of_doors, number_of_seats etc. Some of the 

attributes are explained as follows- 

 buying_price The buying_price attribute is used to 

describe the buying price of the vehicles. It ranges 

from [1…4] where 1 represents the lowest price and 4 

is representing highest price. 

 maintenance_cost The maintenance_cost attribute is 

used to describe the maintenance cost of the vehicles. 

It ranges from [1…4] where 1 represents the lowest 

maintenance cost and 4 is representing highest 

maintenance cost. 

 Number_of_doors The number_of_doors attribute is 

used to describe the number of doors in the vehicle, and 

the values ranges from [2...5], where each value of 

number_of_doors represents the number of doors in the 

vehicle. 

 Number_of_seats The number_of_seats attribute is 

used to describe the number of seats in the vehicle, and 

the values are [2, 4, 5], where each value of represents 

the number of seats in the vehicle. 

 Luggage_boot_size The luggage_boot_size attribute is 

used to denote the luggage boot size , and its values 

ranges from [1..3]. Value 1 smallest and 3 is largest 

luggage boot size. 

 Safety_rating The safety_rating attribute is used to 

describe the safety rating of vehicles. Its value ranges 

from [1...3] where 1 represents low safety and 3 is high 

safety. 

 popularity: The popularity attribute is used to describe 

the popularity of the vehicles. Its values ranges from 

[1…4] where 1 represents the unacceptable vehicle, 2 

represents an acceptable vehicle, 3 represents a good 

vehicle, and 4 represents the best vehicle. We have 

performed the experiment in python programming 

language. We have used pandas, numpy, matplotlib, 

seaborn, sklearn python libraries for solving the 

problem. The snippet of training data is shown in Table 

1.The schema of training data is shown in Table 2.Brief 

description of training data is shown in Table 3. 

Table 1: Training Data 

 

Table 2: Training Data Schema 
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Table 3: Training Data Description 

 

Training data visualization Figure 1 represents bar chart of 

parameter popularity where x axis represents popularity on 

the scale of 1 to 4 and y represents total count of vehicles 

belonging to a particular scaling parameter. Figure 2 

represents hexplot of parameter popularity where x axis is 

representing safety_rating on the scale of 1 to 3 and y axis 

is representing popularity on the scale of 1 to 4. Figure 3 

represents stacked plot of parameter popularity where x 

axis is representing buying_price, maintainence_cost on 

the scale of 1 to 4 and y axis is representing safety_rating, 

popularity on the scale of 0 to 3.5. 

 Test.csv  

It is the test dataset of vehicles along with above attributes 

excluding popularity. The goal is to predict the popularity 

of vehicles of test dataset based on their remaining 

attributes.  

 

Figure 1: Bar chart representation of popularity parameter 

 

Figure 2: Hexplot of popularity 

 

Figure 3: Stacked Plot of parameter popularity 

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

After executing the Machine Learning Algorithm the next 

step is to find out the effectiveness of model based on 

various performance metrics. Different performance 
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metrics are used for different Machine Learning Pseudo-

codes. For example: For classification we use different 

performance metrics [19]   such as Accuracy, Cross 

Validation, Precision, Recall, and f1 Score. If the machine 

learning algorithm is used for vaticinator (for example: 

stock price vaticinator, housing vaticinator and like in our 

case vehicle popularity vaticinator) we use Root Mean 

Square Error (RMSE) [20], Mean Square Error (MSE) 

[20]. Because of absence of output data, we are unable to 

measure the performance of the Machine Learning Pseudo-

codes we applied in this problem. However, we have stored 

the predicted output values in .csv file we received after 

performing the pseudo-codes we implemented in this 

paper. We have calculated the accuracy of the machine 

learning models we implemented which is shown in table 

1. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Machine Learning is a fast growing approach to solve real 

world knots. This paper focused on some of the supervised 

learning pseudo-codes such as Logistic Regression, KNN, 

SVM and Random Forest for vaticinator popularity on a 

scaling measure of [1…4] for a vehicle company. From 

table 1 it is clear that SVM is giving us the best result. Thus 

for future work, our focus would be on modifying SVM 

model used and will try to make the vaticinator more 

accurate. Also implementing the problem using deep 

learning deep learning and neural network pseudo-codes 

will be our focus, as they provide more generalization of 

knots. 
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